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By Marjolaine Leray, Sarah Ardizzone

Phoenix Yard Books. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, April the Red Goldfish,
Marjolaine Leray, Sarah Ardizzone, From the creator of Little Red Hood.Meet April. A young goldifsh
seeking worldy adventures. And the meaning of life. Marjolaine Leray's iconic red scribbles are
back! From the same author-illustrator as the best-selling and much reviewed Little Red Hood,
comes this exceptionally clever, witty and oh so stylish tale of a young fish's search for meaning of
life and what means to be trapped in one's own goldfish bowl.April the Red Goldfish is not a book
for very young children; it is a picturebook for older children with huge crossover teenage / adult
gift appeal. For any young person desperate to fly the nest or about to embark on their first solo
travels, this little fish could be the perfect gift. - REVIEWS - "Philosophical and about overcoming. A
wide-eyed goldfish, April, is "searching for the meaning of life". There is a particularly comic spread
in which April, fearing that life has no meaning, contemplates rows of empty goldfish bowls, with a
fish skeleton at the bottom of the last one. Leray's piquant wit is everywhere and when April dreams
of taming wild...
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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